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Abstract 

Arts-based research was born in an academic context where the arts and research unite. 

The departing point of today’s art-based educational research studies is to bring a more 

in-depth and critical thought. As a growing field of interest, art-based research is 

becoming an effective approach in every step of the research practice. The relationship 

between art-based research and practice provides a fertile ground for new and 

extraordinary approaches to the research phenomenon. That’s why in liberal arts and 

educational research, literature on theoretical and practical dimensions of art-based 

research becomes essential. Such literature directs its concentration toward introducing 

artists and social scientists to various approaches of art-based research while making it 

possible, for them, to apply these approaches and reach original results. These 

approaches give chance to the researcher to arrange the research process, participants, 

and other elements of the researched phenomenon in different ways utilizing different 

angles. In other words, especially in educational contexts, art-based research approaches 

bring new possibilities for detailed and deep interpretation with new points of view and 

a new understanding of the nature of research. In this respect, art-based educational 

research has emerged as a rising field of study that provides new space for effective 

interaction and communication among researchers, education professionals, and artists. 

The researcher conducting art-based research approaches has to utilize relationships 

between multiple disciplines creating new ways of seeing. 

Keywords: Art based research, Art based educational research, Research process, 

Visual research methods, A/r/tography 
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Introduction 

Art-based research approaches in educational process started in 1970s (Eisner, 1976; Greene, 

1975; Grumet, 1978; Vallance, 1977). The purpose of art-based approaches is to integrate 

aesthetic concern into research process considering various components. The reflections of 

aesthetic and art-based forms on educational research were started to be used in 1990s with 

various approaches such as narration based works, autobiography, art and movement, 

exploratory  and reader  theatre, multimedia hyper-text, visual arts, photograph, music, poem, 

creative interpretation, creative writing, drawing, film, dance, music, visual reading, visual 

formation, collage and cartoon based approaches, the approaches based on digital art and 

application, reflective drawing.  The integration of art-based approaches into research process 

has helped researchers gain meaning (Sullivan, 2010). With the integration of art-based 

research approaches into educational researches, the amount of art-based educational research 

has started to become more common. In an art-based research process, majority of researchers 

have the chance to investigate some approaches in educational settings based on artistic data 

(Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Cole & Knowles, 2001; Barone & Eisner, 1997). This helps 

researchers investigate how education process is, what meanings it has, what learning takes 

place and the effectiveness of learning in educational purpose (Finley, 2005). Considering an 

approach relating research and, perceptions of researchers and research participants related to 

various cases are revealed under the light of their own impressions (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; 

Eisner, 2002).  This leads to the planning of a more interactive research process (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2005).  

Art-based research process actually offers researchers a reality of which they are unaware. This 

reality is the visual reality which is investigated through meanings based on researchers and 

participants’ symbolic and image based meanings. Visual reality can be used as a means of 

gathering data as well as being a tool for analysis and explanation. Visuality   contributes new 
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dimensions to research processes different from actually existing ones (Cahnmann, Taylor and 

Siegesmund, 2008). Art based research approach can be suggested to broaden researchers’ 

perspectives, perceptions and knowledge (Barone, 2008). Art-based researches focuses on 

generate knowledge rather than reveal it.   

The aim of the research was to examine the art based educational research through an effective 

research process. The discussion of research serves the determination of  the reflections of the 

art based educational research approach on educational research and to associate art based 

research approach with educational research process considering the aim of the content. Art 

based approaches in educational settings offer a practice based approach integrated within 

artistic dimensions. There are some specific goals presented as: 

• to provide an overview and analysis of art based educational research context related to the 

research process. 

• to identify any significant issues related to art based educational research   

• to recommend ways to implement and use art based educational research in research 

environments to construct multiple skilled research process. 

• to examine the relationship of art based educational research with the research process. 

• to identify how art based educational research should be effective on research process and 

which further development could be suggested for an effective research process based on art. 

Methodology 

First, the conceptual framework was used in the study to reflect the art based educational 

research through the aim of the chapter. A brief discussion outlining the perspectives of the 

concepts guiding the research is outlined. At the next step, components of chapter and the 

relationships between the determined concepts were discussed. 
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A Review of Related Literature 

Art-based educational researches cover interpreting a research process based on cooporations 

of researchers, art and research and looking for answers to the research questions. The common 

points of the approaches which are based on the integration of art and education into the 

research process is that they offer researchers a ground to build a more interactive research 

process. That is because art and education complement and support one another in art-based 

education research and they contribute their perspectives which are considered to be their 

reflections on research process. Art-based educational research process adopts an application 

based approach in a multi systematic structure, and it establishes meaningful experiences 

combining theory and interactive, critical, natural, cognitive and artistic applications. In such a 

process, it is very significant to give the meaning to the experiences of researchers, teachers 

and participants. With this regards, an art-based educational researches help build a relationship 

among artists, researchers and teachers in educational process.  

Art-based research approaches are used with various alternatives such as “Approaches based on 

Artistic Effect”, “Art-based questioning”, “School Art Interaction” and “Art Approach based 

on research”. “Art-based Educational Research” is the most commonly used approach 

nowadays.  

Art-based educational research has been a growing application field where art and research 

academically unite (Cahnmann-Taylor & Siegesmund, 2008, 2008). It is very significant to 

reveal critical reflections which are considered to be the crossing point of art and research 

nowadays. The relationship between art-based research and applications and the fact that this 

relationship brings about unusual approaches to research process are considered to be 

unavoidable. A theoretical and applicational art-oriented literature in the field of social sciences 

and education has been attracting much attention in recent years. (Cahnmann-Taylor & 
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Siegesmund, 2008; Leavy, 2009; Springgay, Irwin, et al, 2008; Sullivan, 2010; Barone & 

Eisner, 2012). The most basic point that these researches focus is that the fact that 

educationalists and social scientists and artists meet with the art-based research approaches, and 

that they use them in research processes, leads to the establishment of extremely authentic 

studies because art-based approaches offer researchers the chance to gain a different 

perspective in association with the components of research process.  

Art-based research process has the following movements such as, definition of uncertainty, 

formation of semantic conceptual language, putting forth relational and critical reflections, 

developing empathizing skills, including researcher’s  personal approaches in the research 

process as a gain, using aesthetic concerns to interiorize for both researchers and participants 

and concretizing  a truth beyond the truthiness  (Cahnmann-Taylor & Siegesmund, 2008). 

Art-based education researches reveal the role of art associated with education.  The conceptual 

and critical quality of art which is intended to define learning/teaching processes result from the 

fact that artistic production is capable of  meeting some conditions such as planning, 

developing. Personal interpretations can only reach the level of originality with the help of 

artistic and art-based research approach. The approach of Art-based educational research helps 

education researches broaden their conceptual border lines. Virtual based education researches 

help both researchers and participants’ inner world reveal their creative perspectives through 

alternative visions. Researchers and participants are aware of what is happening in the research 

process and they are productive (Sullivan, 2010). 

Art-based research approaches offer researchers with the opportunities to monitor art, record it, 

define it, put forth the trueness and drawing in-depth meanings as well as helping gain some 

competencies such as associating the above mentioned facilities, organizing them and 

restructuring.  
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Art-based approaches help interpret the problem through a more in-depth and sophisticated 

understanding and design a more qualified research process as well as putting forth the already 

existing situation considering the research questions. In an art-based research approach, what is 

important for a researcher is to know well what and how to obtain something and to know how 

they should structure the knowledge and what possibilities they need to reveal. The reflections 

of art-based research methods can be seen as a special and effective evaluation or data 

collection approach in the field of social sciences. The effective use of art-based data in 

research process is closely related to what extend the approach used in the research is related to 

the research question. Art-based research approach helps researchers question what they are 

dealing with, or design a process which helps interpret and report the story of the research 

process. Art-based approaches generate knowledge. 

However, what is important here is to decide for what purpose it will be used (Sullivan, 2010).  

Because revealing some shared characteristics of research making in an art-based educational 

research process helps both participants and researchers question their personal competencies 

from a realistic perspective ignoring some personal limitations, it also helps them interpret 

teaching related differences and similarities, points out cultural and generational differences, 

evaluates teaching related experiences  with a critical perspective , all of which are considered 

to be among the approaches used to concretize the nature of the study in its natural setting. 

Besides, an art-based education research offers opportunities to use some approaches under the 

control of the participants. With personal perspective, research and contextual relationships are 

investigated in depth and this does not disturb participants (Irwin, 2004).   

The chances for the participants to empathize the research process can be more frequently 

encountered in art-based educational researches. Internalizing the research in an educational 

research setting clearly helps researchers see how participants physically and mentally position 
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themselves in this process (Irwin, 2004). In other words, as participants define their roles in the 

research, they both empathize and use their creativity potential, which makes the research a rich 

one. Self-expressions of participants in an art-based educational research, their offering 

research related experiences and being responsible for their experience are all considered to be 

clear signals of empathy relationships with the researcher. In other words, the facilities offered 

to the participants in the research through art-based  approaches  and the artistic meanings 

emerging as a consequence of that contributes to the direct determination of their personal 

levels related to the purpose of the research. That is to say that art-based approaches encourage 

participants to reveal and examine their investigative identities (Leavy, 2009). Because 

research experience specifically energizes the participants of educational researches, 

encourages them for detailed investigation of learning opportunities. Besides, it also builds 

close relationships between real life and the purpose of the study.  

The approach of art-based education research focuses on keeping participants active in the 

interaction between participant and researcher, on meaningful experiences, obtaining 

sustainable and transferable gains  in real life, and most significantly on reproduction of 

research related  data through learning and teaching and sharing of them (Cahnmann-Taylor & 

Siegesmund, 2008). Therefore, art-based approaches help participants associate and interpret 

the research related products or research related concepts and research process and thus help 

them gain creativity. 

In the use of art-based research approaches for educational processes, it is not an aim for 

researchers to evaluate aesthetic approaches. It is a well-defined research process presented by 

art-based approaches to educational researches. Art-based approaches help both researchers, the 

participants of the researches, and some other factors having effect in the research process 

interpret their inner world in a more detailed way. No matter if it is narration or dramatic 

situation or poem, the most basic principle underlying all approaches for researchers to be able 
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to see the research process and participants in a more detailed way than that which cannot be 

seen under normal conditions (Barone and Eisner, 2012). The incline to the art-based methods 

in teaching, learning and research processes can be considered to be a reflection of the changes 

in modern day cognition. Systematic approach, relational thinking, being many-sided and the 

facilities used for structuring both educational and research strategy and art-based educational 

researches are all counted among the modern day inclination. Art-based research approaches 

offer the opportunity for researcher to interpret educational research process, participants’ 

attitudes and the nature of the research in depth. 

Educational researches mostly experience loss of confidence when they lack of coming to a 

conclusion using concrete indicators because these methods seem to be irrelevant to real life 

practices. In such cases, the outcomes of the study carried out are away from being effective 

and playing a guiding role (Levin and O’Donnell, 1999). In research process, researchers need 

more concrete, clearer and more observable research approaches.  

When we consider today’s educational researches, it is clear that there is an urgent need for 

some new research conditions in which critical perspectives and research focus can be more 

clearly put forth leaving the methods aside which are known to lack of adequate data collection. 

The changes and transformations in up-to-date research approaches have led to restructuring of 

research process. Based on these transformations, research making competencies has become a 

necessity to be questioned and restructured with regards to both researchers, the methods and 

approaches used in the study. It is very important for future research. 

“Interpreting the research process through different disciplines and the approaches depending 

on these disciplines will contribute a lot to the research process and also help researchers be 

more competent and interpret research process through various alternatives. With this regard, it 
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is very important for the educational programs in which new research approaches and 

perspectives are effectively used to have appropriate content and practices 

Art-based Educational Researches  

It can be suggested that art based approaches reflect on educational researches as a new turning 

point. The reflections of art based research approach on research process can be stated as 

follows; 

 Research subject have reached a relational and ongoing structure. 

 Cultural and characteristic effects have started to play more effective roles in research 

processes. 

 Multidimensional, having universal characteristics, being multicultural and universal 

communication were rehandled together with local identities and reinterpreted. 

 As cultural identities are subjects to reinterpret as a consequence of technological 

developments, the components of research process should be evaluated in this regard. 

 Educational research process has changed its role with entertainment concept and it has 

transformed into a structure in which participants could interpret what they learned from 

the process in a more meaningful way. 

 There is an increasing need for an in-depth evaluation of truth and trueness in an 

educational research process.  

When the contribution of educational research to the structuring, developing and transforming  

and renewing of educational process is considered, the responsibility for the participant 

students need to be revised from the beginning. In art based research process, the approaches 

aiming to find out the best ways for educational researches to come up with answers to the 

research problem has come to the forefront rather than obtaining the relevant data. Changing a 
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behavior in its natural context, interpreting and giving the meaning to the teaching item through 

different structuring models, obtaining the research through unusual and creative ways.   

The points which need to be paid attention within the frame of art based research process are: 

 Considering research subjects, participants, investigative, connective and discriminating 

items in a research process, 

 Ignoring that the sources of the knowledge obtained in a research process need to be 

discussed in detail in an effective way,  

 Showing a tendency to obtaining the research subject directly and within its natural 

context, 

 Keeping in mind that direct experiences which reveal the core of the research in a 

research process, should always be considered, 

 Paying a special attention to not letting the data obtain in the research lose its 

authenticity.  

 Considering the variability of the reflections of social, cultural, historical contexts 

which are considered to be the starting points of research problems, 

 Adapting a research approach based on participation and  introspection with regards to 

researcher and participants, 

 Considering the fact that researchers and participants have a multidimensional, variable 

social structuring in a research process (Badmington, 2000; Alvesson & Skoldberg, 

2000). 
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Art-based research process investigates in-depth the research trueness by its nature, offers the 

opportunities to obtain data, offers opportunities to use different methods of data collection. It 

also helps researchers commit to the research process in a multidimensional way. Art-based 

approaches restructure researches as well as portraying and interpreting research process, and it 

also facilitates redefinition of participants, researchers and research process. In this defining 

process, artistic forms, expressions, points of views or manifestations all turn out to be the tools 

serving the aim of the research. It can be suggested that art-based approaches offer researchers 

the opportunities to use their creativity in the research process.  As researchers are restructuring 

the research with a new creativity, they also contribute to research process with different art 

forms and ways of expressions. Thus, the above mentioned process turns out to be a case in 

which individuals, symbols and perspective are added into the research process, in which 

innovative, instigator, accelerator, self-consciousness raising, sensitive approaches are 

promised (Diamond & Mullen, 1999). There are some differences and structuring the research 

on these differences adds richness to research process and offers researchers the opportunity to 

investigate identities in detail. At this point, art-based approaches reflect differences on 

research process and thus researchers can handle the research process to focus on the core of 

the research. 

The reflections of Art-based research approaches in Educational researches 

The reflections of art-based research approaches on research process can be examined with 

regards to researchers, participants and research process to generate knowledge. 

Reflections on Researchers 

Art-based research approach helps researchers develop an investigative, authentic, creative and 

in-depth perspective. It also contributes to researchers’ competencies and motivation from 
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different perspectives in related to subject and literature, and it also helps them use their 

creativity power effectively in research process. Art-based educational research approaches 

contribute to researchers’ vision formation regarding to different context. The knowledge that 

researchers have related to educational sciences and art education offer them a different 

perspective together with a multidimensional perspective. Art-based approaches offer the 

opportunity to reevaluate educational research processes and to evaluate the target field through 

artistic practices beyond the trueness. Researchers can reflect both their pedagogical and 

investigative identities in educational research processes (Irwin & O’Donoghue, 2012). Thus, 

researchers have the opportunity to have a more qualified reflection experience in the research 

process. 

Reflections on participants  

Art-based educational research approaches help participants better structure the components of 

educational researches pedagogically, which is the subject of the study. Research participants 

can clearly express where participants are positioned in the study.  The research participants 

could clearly state at which point of the research they were positioned. The contribution of the 

participants in the research process is at high level as it is highly possible for them to draw 

deeper semantic conclusions. Participants attribute deeper meanings and have the opportunity 

to put forth their significance in the research process through different ways. It is possible to 

draw conclusions about how important the research is for participants and to adapt a 

multidimensional perspective with regards to the meanings attributed. The participants 

pedagogically experiencing an effective and meaningful research experience may be more 

willing to participate in the process (Dixon & Senior, 2010). Research process turns out to be a 

case in which the process starts to be associated with various perspectives with the help of art-

based approaches, in which sense-making is deeper (Irwin & O Donoghue, 2012). Art-based 
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research approaches increase the chances for participants to be multidimensional, investigative, 

to be highlighter, to have a tendency for personal commitment, to be responsible for something 

during the participation period, to have an interdisciplinary perspective, to adapt creative 

approaches and reflective experiences. With this regard, it makes the research process 

authentic. As participants are expressing themselves, they experience an in-depth reflection 

process. Participants play active roles in the research process as well as being reflective, and 

they can express themselves as creative individuals and develop new competencies with 

regards to artistic articulation (Irwin & O’Donoghue, 2012). Participants show active 

participation in educational researches at observation, questioning, analyzing and interpretation, 

and with this regard, they can perform some competencies (Dixon & Senior, 2010). 

Reflections on Research Process 

It can be suggested that art-based educational research approach possess some applications 

which help research process sustain more effectively and authentically. It contributes to the 

sustainability as it offers some facilities satisfying participants and researchers. Besides, the 

investigation of the process by its nature in a constructive and multidimensional way offers 

researchers unusual departure points. This case may make the research an authentic, creative 

and qualified one. In educational research processes, researchers experience very valuable, 

beneficial data acquisition process through art-based approaches (Irwin & O’Donoghue, 2012; 

Hickman, 2007). Different artistic ways of expression or forms can be used as tools for 

investigating their educational experiences in educational research process  

Reflections on Research Outcomes 

Art-based research approaches makes it highly possible to have unusual outcomes from 

researches as the research process is strictly structured. This case increases the quality 
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significantly with regards to both participants and the people who are affected from research 

outcomes, and thus it gives the chance to adapt newer perspectives for future studies. The 

reflections of artistic forms and expressions on research process in art-based education 

researches can differ depending on the participants; because participants have the chance to put 

themselves in the researchers’ place (Ellis, 2004). Thus, they can reflect their experiences and 

perspectives considering some extend of discipline and sensitivity.  

Conclusion 

The transformations and changes in research approaches nowadays have been restructuring 

research processes. Based on these transformations, it has become a necessity to question and 

structure research making competencies depending on both researchers, research perspective 

and the method and approach used. For the researchers of future to be qualified ones, it has 

become a necessity to adapt a multidimensional perspective in research process. The 

interpretations of research process through various disciplines and approaches depending on 

these disciplines will contribute to researchers’ research process, and will make researchers 

more qualified and will help interpret research process through different alternatives. With this 

regard, the educational programs in which new research approaches and perspectives are 

effectively used, should be very careful with regards to their content and applications. In brief, 

it is an unavoidable reality that art-based research approaches will contribute a lot to 

researchers’ competencies and vision formation. Considering this result, it can be suggested 

that adaptation of art-based educational research approach has become very significant when 

considered from multi-perspective approaches.  
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